INFORMATION ON THE 2018 CLIMATE-STAR-GALA AND 1ST GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF CLIMATE ALLIANCE AUSTRIA

18. OCTOBER 2018 IN KREMS AND GRAFENEGG, LOWER AUSTRIA

CLIMATE STAR

12.00 – 13.00  Lunch  
Mensa Campus Krems

13.15  Departure to visit an organic vineyard  
Meeting point see the map of Campus Krems

13.30 – 15.30  Visit and wine tasting  
Vineyard Geyerhof, Oberfucha/Furth

17.00  Shuttle bus service to Climate-Star-Gala and guided castle tour at Grafenegg Castle  
1. Shuttle bus: 17.00; 2. Shuttle bus: 18.00  
Meeting point see the map of Campus Krems

17.15 – 18.15  Guided castle tour at Grafenegg Castle

18.30 – 23.00  Climate-Star-Gala  
Grafenegg Castle, Alte Reitschule

Afterwards  Shuttle bus service to Krems and St. Pölten train station

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

For members of Climate Alliance Austria

12.00 – 13.00  Lunch  
Mensa Campus Krems

13.00 – 16.45  1. General Assembly of Climate Alliance Austria  
Kolping Campus Krems

17.00  Shuttle bus service to Climate-Star-Gala and guided castle tour at Grafenegg Castle  
1. Shuttle bus: 17.00; 2. Shuttle bus: 18.00  
Meeting point see the map of Campus Krems

17.15 – 18.15  Guided castle tour at Grafenegg Castle

18.30 – 23.00  Climate-Star-Gala  
Grafenegg Castle, Alte Reitschule

Afterwards  Shuttle bus service to Krems and St. Pölten train station
PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Registration
The registration for this event is possible until the 12. October via online-tool (https://www.anmeldung.co.at/cs2018) Keyword: CS2018.

Travelling to the event
Krems an der Donau can easily be reached by train (nearest railway station: Krems/Donau). An hourly bus service (line Nr. 1; stop: “Donau-Universität Krems”) and shuttle bus service (WL 3; stop: “Krems Universität”) run between railway station and Campus Krems.
It takes 20 minutes to walk from the railway station to Campus Krems – please see below for a map and the bus timetables.
Travelling by car: A parking fee is charged around the area of Campus Krems. The car park “Parkhaus Campus West” is located close to the venue (Dr.-Karl-Dorrek-Straße 23, 3500 Krems; see map below).
For more information on public transport in Krems, please see: www.krems.gv.at/stadtbus.

Event venues
Mensa Krems – Dr.-Karl-Dorrek-Straße 30, 3500 Krems (www.mensen.at)
Kolping Campus Krems – Alaunstraße 95 & 97, 3500 Krems (www.krems.kolping.at)
Weingut Geyerhof – Ortsstraße 1, 3511 Oberfucha/Furth (www.geyerhof.at)
Schloss Grafenegg – 3485 Grafenegg 10 (www.grafenegg.com)

Accomodation
Arte Hotel Krems – Dr.-Karl-Dorrek-Straße 23, 3500 Krems (https://www.arte-hotel.at)
Hotel Unter den Linden – Schillerstraße 5, 3500 Krems (http://www.udl.at)
Kolping Campus Krems – Alaunstraße 95 & 97, 3500 Krems (http://www.krems.kolping.at)
Steigenberger Hotel and Spa – Am Goldberg 2, 3500 Krems (www.steigenberger.com/hotels/alle-hotels/oesterreich/krems/steigenberger-hotel-and-spa)
Hotel Schloss Grafenegg – 3485 Grafenegg 12 (http://www.moerwald.at/hotel-schloss-grafenegg)

Information on other accommodations and touristic attractions in Krems and its surroundings – Krems Tourismus, Utzstraße 1, 3500 Krems (www.krems.info)
BUS SCHEDULES

Line 1; Direction: Stein
Monday-Friday 6.30 – 18.30, hourly, (Departure from the railway station at Minute ‘30)
Busstop: “Donau-Universität Krems”

WL3
Busstop: „Universität“

CAMPUS KREMS
Our heartfelt thanks to our sponsors for their support: